Please follow the steps below to learn how to integrate BUiD referencing style into Word.

Step (1)

Step (2)
Step (3)

Copy this link (Link to BUiD Harvard Style)

http://csl.mendeley.com/styles/506367181/BUiDHarvardStyle2018

Step (4)

Go to your word document and make sure that the ‘BUiD Harvard Referencing Style (BHRS) is your default referencing style.

Note:

The generated references for Books, Journal articles, webpages, a chapter in edited work match BUiD Referencing style. However, the generated references for conference paper,
newspaper article, dissertation/thesis and report need to be modified/edited, as they do not match BUiD referencing style. You also need to review the capitalization of any generated references and make sure that they match BUiD referencing Guide (attached to this email)

Please see examples below for references generated by this programme.

(Warner et al. 2014)
(Woodgate, Ateah & Secco 2008)
(Creswell 2007)
(BBC.com 2018)
(Aijmer 2002)
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